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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Incidental MR imaging findings resembling MS in asymptomatic individuals, fulfilling the Okuda criteria,
are termed “radiologically isolated syndrome.” Those with radiologically isolated syndrome are at high risk of their condition converting
to MS. The epidemiology of radiologically isolated syndrome remains largely unknown, and there are no population-based studies, to our
knowledge. Our aim was to study the population-based incidence of radiologically isolated syndrome in a high-incidence region for MS
and to evaluate the effect on radiologically isolated syndrome incidence when revising the original radiologically isolated syndrome
criteria by using the latest radiologic classification for dissemination in space.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: All 2272 brain MR imaging scans in 1907 persons obtained during 2013 in the Swedish county of Västmanland,
with a population of 259,000 inhabitants, were blindly evaluated by a senior radiologist and a senior neuroradiologist. The Okuda criteria
for radiologically isolated syndrome were applied by using both the Barkhof and Swanton classifications for dissemination in space.
Assessments of clinical data were performed by a radiology resident and a senior neurologist.

RESULTS: The cumulative incidence of radiologically isolated syndrome was 2 patients (0.1%), equaling an incidence rate of 0.8 cases per
100,000 person-years, in a region with an incidence rate of MS of 10.2 cases per 100,000 person-years. There was no difference in the
radiologically isolated syndrome incidence rate when applying a modified version of the Okuda criteria by using the newer Swanton
classification for dissemination in space.

CONCLUSIONS: Radiologically isolated syndrome is uncommon in a high-incidence region for MS. Adapting the Okuda criteria to use the
dissemination in space–Swanton classification may be feasible. Future studies on radiologically isolated syndrome may benefit from a
collaborative approach to ensure adequate numbers of participants.

ABBREVIATIONS: DIS � dissemination in space; RIS � radiologically isolated syndrome

Due to the increased sensitivity, availability, and use of MR

imaging, incidental findings have increased during the past

decade.1,2 Incidental MR imaging findings resembling MS,

termed “radiologically isolated syndrome” (RIS), are 1 conse-

quence of the increased use and sensitivity of MR imaging.3 RIS

was introduced in 2009 by Okuda et al,3 to categorize incidental

WM lesions suggestive of demyelinating disease in patients with-

out typical MS symptoms and no better explanation for the MR

imaging anomalies.4 RIS has, since its emergence, been debated,

and the risk of RIS evolving into MS has been investigated.5 Non-

conventional MR imaging methods and neuropsychological test-

ing have revealed similar findings in RIS and MS.6-10 One-third of

patients with RIS develop MS in 5 years, implying that RIS, in

some cases, constitutes a preclinical stage or subclinical form of

MS. These results suggest that the McDonald criteria lack some

degree of sensitivity in detecting MS in its earliest phases. This

interpretation raises questions about the early pathophysiology of

MS and motivates us to investigate to what extent it is possible to
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detect MR imaging findings before the symptomatic onset of MS.

It is therefore of further interest to determine the frequency of RIS

in clinical practice.3,5,11-18

However, despite the interest in RIS, its epidemiology remains

largely unclear. Postmortem studies have shown a prevalence of

incidental MS findings ranging from 0.06% to 0.7%.5,19-21 The

hospital-based incidence has been estimated between 0.05% and

0.7%.17,22 Our aim was to study the population-based incidence

of RIS in a country with a high incidence (10.2 per 100,000 per-

son-years) and prevalence (189/100,000) of MS.23,24 This was

done by retrospectively re-evaluating all MR imaging brain exam-

inations performed during 2013 in the Swedish county of Väst-

manland, with approximately 259,000 inhabitants.25 We second-

arily aimed to evaluate how implementing the newer Swanton

classification for dissemination in space (DIS), from the 2010 Mc-

Donald criteria for MS, would affect the incidence of RIS.3,4,26,27

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Population
Ethics approval was obtained from the regional ethics review

board in Stockholm, Sweden. All brain MR images obtained dur-

ing 2013 in Västmanland County, Sweden, were anonymized and

included in the study. Written informed consent was obtained for

reviewing the clinical patient charts.

Criteria and Assessments
The Okuda criteria for RIS, summarized in On-line Table 1, were

used.3 Similar to a previous study,28 radiologic DIS was assessed

according to both the original implementation with the Barkhof

classification (DIS-Barkhof)4 and with the more recent Swanton

classification (DIS-Swanton)26,27 to study the effect of the 2 dif-

ferent classifications on the RIS incidence. Table 1 compares the 2

DIS classifications.

The screening of all patients was conducted in several steps,

illustrated in Fig 1. First, all brain MR imaging scans obtained in

2013 were anonymized and systematically evaluated by a senior

radiologist (A.A.). The assessment was blinded to the original

radiologic reading and all clinical information. The primary ra-

diologic screening by A.A. focused strictly on the location, num-

ber, and presence of gadolinium enhancement of the WM lesions

in regard to the Swanton and Barkhof criteria, respectively, to

assess whether the DIS/Okuda A2 criterion was fulfilled and to

preserve a high sensitivity for WM anomalies. Thus, no interpre-

tation of the likely cause of the lesions was performed in the initial

radiologic screening. Consistent with the study by Liu et al,29 a

more liberal definition of juxtacortical lesions “within 3 mm from

the GM-WM border” was used in the initial screening by A.A., to

preserve a high sensitivity for WM anomalies. All patients with

DIS were re-evaluated by a senior neuroradiologist (J.M.); for this

evaluation, the definition “in direct contact with the cortex” was

used when assessing juxtacortical lesions, for higher specificity.

J.M. also assessed whether the lesions fulfilled the Okuda A and E

criteria.

The clinical information for patients fulfilling the Okuda A

and E criteria was reviewed by a resident in radiology (Y.F.). Ex-

clusions from the study, according to the Okuda B–D and F cri-

teria, were based on the clinical information in the referral notes

and, when needed, clinical patient charts. Any uncertain cases and

all included patients were discussed with a senior neurologist

(S.F.), and final decisions on inclusion/exclusion were made by a

consensus of Y.F. and S.F. On-line Table 1 summarizes the causes

for exclusion.

MR Imaging Acquisition
There are 2 MR imaging centers in Västmanland county: the

regional hospital in Västerås and Medicinsk Röntgen Eriks-

borg. Both centers participated in the study. There are 3 MR

imaging scanners in Västmanland: one 1.5T Avanto (Siemens,

Erlangen, Germany), one 1.5T Symphony (Siemens), and one

3T Ingenia scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, the Nether-

lands). All brain MR imaging was performed according to

standard clinical protocols based on the clinical query. The MR

imaging protocols at the 2 centers and on the 3 scanners varied

but always included conventional axial MR imaging sequences

(such as T1- and T2-weighted images) with a section thickness

of �5 mm. Naturally, all examinations were individualized for

the patients’ clinical needs. However, most protocols included

FLAIR sequences, and 42% of the MR images were acquired

with the administration of gadolinium-based contrast media.

The few protocols that did not include FLAIR were for the

following clinical queries: control after intracranial bleeding or

aneurysm coiling, arterial angiography, meningioma control,

All patients undergoing brain MRI 
2013 in Västmanland

(1907)

White matter anomalies
(489)

No white matter anomalies
 (1297)

Known MS 
(121)

Fulfilling Okuda A and E
    - DIS Barkhof and Swanton (20)

    - DIS Swanton only (22)

RIS (2)

Not fulfilling Okuda A and E criteria 
(447)

Exclusion according to
Okuda B-D and F criteria, 

see Table 1
- DIS-Barkhof and Swanton (18)

- DIS-Swanton only (22)

FIG 1. Flow chart of the screening process for identifying patients
with RIS.

Table 1: Comparison of the 2 latest radiologic criteria for DIS in
MS

DIS Barkhof Classification4 DIS Swanton Classification26

At least 3 of At least 2 of
�3 Periventricular lesion �1 Periventricular lesion
�1 Juxtacortical lesion �1 Juxtacortical lesion
�1 Infratentorial or spinal

cord lesion
�1 Infratentorial lesion
�1 Spinal cord lesion

�1 Contrast-enhancing or
�9 T2 lesions
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and tumor near the pons or a vestibular schwannoma. Table 2

shows the details of the most frequently used standard brain

MR imaging protocols, the different MR imaging scanners, and

the number of scans with contrast media.

Statistics
SPSS, Version 22.0 (IBM, Armonk, New York) was used for de-

scriptive statistics, and Excel Mac 2011 14.4.8 (Microsoft, Red-

mond, Washington), for presenting demographics. The analyses

were performed by a resident in radiology (Y.F.).

RESULTS
Cohort Characteristics
In 2013, 1907 individuals (1091 females, 816 males) each had

between 1 and 6 brain MR imaging scans, with a total of 2272

brain MR imaging scans, equivalent to 877 scans per 100,000

person-years. Figure 2 shows the demography of the study

population. An overview of the MR imaging findings is

presented in On-line Table 2, which is based on the original

radiologic reports (before the study) and, in some cases, com-

plementary information from medical records to specify ra-

diologic findings.

Incidence of RIS
Of the 1907 patients, 1297 did not have any WM anomalies and

121 were patients with MS with a known diagnosis before the

MR imaging. As described in Fig 1, after the exclusion of 447

patients not fulfilling the A and E criteria, 20 patients remained

fulfilling both DIS-Barkhof and DIS-Swanton criteria, and 22

patients, fulfilling only the DIS-Swanton criteria. Thus, twice

as many patients fulfilled the radiologic criteria for DIS-Swan-

ton (n � 42, 2.2%) in comparison with DIS-Barkhof (n � 20,

1.0%).

The main indications for the MR imaging of these patients

fulfilling the Okuda A criterion are presented in On-line Table 3,

and the causes for exclusion due to clinical reasons (ie, Okuda

B–D and F) are presented in On-line Table 1. The most common

reason for MR imaging among the 42 patients fulfilling the DIS

criteria was headache. Patients with neurologic symptoms consis-

tent with MS were excluded according to the B criterion. Patients

with severe dementia were excluded due to the C criterion. Pa-

tients with a history of severe cardiovascular disease or other car-

diovascular risk factors, which can lead to cerebral WM anoma-

lies, were excluded according to the Okuda F criteria. CSF analysis

had not been performed in most of the excluded patients because
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FIG 2. Demographics and distribution of the study population. The ages in the cohort ranged between 0 and 91 years, and the mean age was 47
years (the first and third quartiles were 30 and 66 years, respectively).

Table 2: Overview of MRI scanners, sequences in standard brain protocol, and number of patients receiving gadolinium-based contrast
media

MRI Scanner Philips Ingenia Siemens Symphony Siemens Avanto
Field strength 3T 1.5T 1.5T
Standard MRI brain protocol T1 tra, T1 sag, T2 tra, T2 cor,

FLAIR tra, DWI tra
T1 tra, T1 sag, T2 tra, T2 cor,

FLAIR tra, DWI tra
T1 sag, T2 tra, FLAIR cor,

SWI tra, DWI tra
Largest section thickness in any protocol 5 mm 5 mm 5 mm
No. of scans with/without contrast media 790/924 169/389

Note:—Cor indicates coronal; sag, sagittal; tra, transversal.
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no clinical indication existed. In those who had the analysis, 1 CSF

sample was positive for oligoclonal bands.

After exclusion through the Okuda B–D and F criteria, 2 pa-

tients with RIS were identified fulfilling both classifications for

DIS, while none of the patients fulfilling only the DIS-Swanton

criteria remained. Thus, of the 1907 patients undergoing brain

MR imaging in 2013, 2 patients fulfilled the criteria for RIS, equiv-

alent to a cumulative incidence of 0.1% per year and a population-

based incidence of 0.8 cases of RIS per 100,000 inhabitants per

year.

Description of Individuals with RIS
The first individual with RIS was an otherwise healthy 61-year-old

woman referred for brain MR imaging due to headache and mild

unspecific vertigo. In our blinded neuroradiologic re-evaluation,

we found 3 periventricular lesions, 2 juxtacortical lesions, and �9

T2 lesions in total, thus fulfilling both DIS classifications. There

were no contrast-enhancing lesions. CSF analysis showed immu-

noglobulin G oligoclonal bands but normal values of the immu-

noglobulin G index. There were no abnormal neurologic findings,

and the patient did not recall having any earlier signs consistent

with MS.

The second individual with RIS was a 66-year-old woman with

hypothyroidism and asthma. She was referred for brain MR im-

aging because of suspected epilepsy with 2 self-reported episodes

of generalized tonic-clonic seizures. The findings of electroen-

cephalography were normal, and the suspicion of epilepsy was not

confirmed. In the neuroradiologic assessment, 3 periventricular,

1 juxtacortical, and �9 T2 lesions were found, fulfilling both DIS

classifications. Findings on CSF analysis were normal, and there

was no history of remitting neurologic symptoms or any abnor-

malities in the neurologic examination. The imaging findings of

both patients with RIS are shown in Fig 3. Conditions of both

patients had, before the study, been detected in the clinical con-

text; they were referred to a neurologist and informed about the

MR imaging findings. The patients did not fulfill the McDonald

criteria for MS clinically, and neither of the 2 patients received

disease-modifying therapy. None of the patients had any signs or

symptoms consistent with MS 1 year after the MR imaging.

DISCUSSION
Of 1907 patients undergoing MR imaging, 2 patients were found

to have RIS (0.1%), regardless of using the Barkhof or Swanton

classification for DIS. This finding equals an RIS incidence rate of

0.8 per 100,000 person-years. In comparison, the incidence rate of

MS in Sweden is 10.2 per 100,000 person-years.23

Studies on the epidemiology of RIS are scarce. The few studies

conducted have been hospital-based or studied the prevalence of

RIS in selected cohorts such as in MS relatives.17,22,28 In a study of

unexpected MR imaging findings suggestive of MS in a tertiary

hospital in Pakistan, a frequency of 0.7% was reported in the age

group 15– 40 years.22 In a hospital-based study performed by us at

a tertiary hospital in Stockholm, Sweden, we found an RIS fre-

FIG 3. Brain MR imaging WM anomalies in 61-year-old (A1–A3: T2WI) and 66-year-old (B1–B3: FLAIR) women with RIS. Open arrows show
periventricular lesions, and closed arrows show juxtacortical lesions, which, together with �9 lesions, made both patients fulfill the DIS-Barkhof
and DIS-Swanton criteria. Columns 1 and 2 are axial sections; column 3 shows coronal sections.
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quency of 0.05% in all ages and 0.15% in the same age range as

that in the study in Pakistan.17 Our studies do not overlap because

they were performed with different sample years in different

counties. The RIS frequency in the current study is in line with the

reported hospital-based RIS frequency in our previous study.

Meanwhile, the study from Pakistan showed a higher frequency of

RIS, despite a lower incidence and prevalence of MS in the re-

gion.23,24,30,31 Gabelic et al28 showed, in a smaller study in rela-

tives of patients with MS, that 3% fulfilled the RIS criteria by using

the DIS-Barkhof criteria, and 10%, with the DIS-Swanton crite-

ria. In healthy volunteers, they found RIS in 2.4% according to the

DIS-Barkhof and 3.7% by using DIS-Swanton criteria. In the cur-

rent study, 2.2% fulfilled the DIS-Swanton, and 1.0%, the DIS-

Barkhof criteria after neuroradiologic assessment (Okuda A and

E), while no difference in RIS incidence (0.1%) remained after

exclusion according to clinical data (the Okuda B–D and F).

Possible explanations for the differences in RIS frequencies

include methodologic differences (prospective/retrospective de-

sign, selection, and ages of study samples), regional differences in

MR imaging practices, and availability and technical differences

(field strengths, MR imaging sequences and orientation, section

thickness, frequency of using contrast media). In our study, 2D

FLAIR sequences were used and only approximately half of the

MR imaging scans were obtained with gadolinium contrast me-

dia, which might influence the number of patients fulfilling DIS

according to the Barkhof classification, in which the presence of

enhancing lesions can substitute for 9 T2-hyperintense lesions.

Increased awareness of MS signs and symptoms, both in the gen-

eral population and among physicians, in regions with a high

incidence of MS is also likely to influence the rate of unexpect-

ed MS-like findings. An alternative interpretation could be that

the RIS frequency may be higher in regions with lower MS inci-

dence if differences in the genetic or environmental background

reduce the risk of converting to manifest MS. If that interpretation

is the case, studying the difference between patients with RIS and

those with MS is of major importance, to understand the mecha-

nisms that may constrain the development of MS.

The individuals with RIS in our study had a surprisingly older

age, considering that the incidence for women with MS in Sweden

peaks at 30 years of age.23 These results suggest that RIS may

reflect a more benign entity, but longitudinal data on the natural

history of RIS are needed to better understand its progno-

sis.4,5,11,18 Whether individuals with RIS should receive MS treat-

ment is debated,32,33 but a clinical treatment trial is already

planned.34 Due to the low incidence of RIS, conducting studies on

patients with RIS may necessitate large nation-based cohorts or

multicenter studies. Our results may be of importance when de-

signing future treatment trials and longitudinal studies on the

natural history of RIS.

The main strength of our study is the population-based per-

spective, being the first study of RIS with a known population size

and an involvement of all MR imaging centers in the area. The

design reduces the risk of selection bias, which has been consid-

ered the main limitation of previous hospital-based studies. The

comprehensive inclusion of all performed MRIs in a region, such

as in this study, can yield the incidence rate of RIS, because RIS is

defined as an incidental MR imaging finding. Our results of RIS

incidence are representative of the clinical entity RIS, which

causes clinical dilemmas in terms of management, but does not

reflect an estimation of the prevalence of RIS in the general pop-

ulation, in which most had not undergone a brain MR imaging.

The selection bias of the imaged individuals most likely yields a

higher RIS incidence among the imaged than the nonimaged pop-

ulation. If the imaged population were representative of the non-

imaged one, the frequency of RIS would be 105 cases per 100,000

person-years (based on the 2 cases of RIS per 1907 persons),

which would be �10 times larger than the MS incidence (10.2

cases per 100,000 person-years).

An additional strength is the blinded radiologic readings per-

formed by a senior radiologist and a senior neuroradiologist. The

high accessibility of the clinical patient charts and clinical infor-

mation was essential for the assessment regarding Okuda B–D

and F and for not overestimating the RIS incidence.

A limitation is the use of different MR imaging scanners and

MR imaging protocols, which may have different sensitivities for

WM lesions. This variability is, however, a consequence of the

natural variation of equipment used at different centers and in-

creases the generalizability of the results because scanner varia-

tions are common in clinical practice. The main limitation of the

study is its sample size, because the relative sparseness of RIS

renders the incidence estimate to some degree uncertain. Future

epidemiologic RIS studies would therefore benefit from longer

study periods or a larger study population.

CONCLUSIONS
Our study shows that RIS is relatively uncommon in a high-inci-

dence region for MS. Future studies on RIS may therefore benefit

from a collaborative approach to ensure adequate numbers of

participants. There was no difference in RIS incidence when ap-

plying the newer Swanton classification for DIS, suggesting that it

may be feasible to adapt the Okuda criteria to harmonize with the

2010 MacDonald MS criteria, without affecting the incidence of

RIS.
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